Contact and Censorship
By James Gilliland
Contact has been made at the Sattva Sanctuary and many other places, yet is has been
censored by the TV, radio and press. Why? Because it did not take a billion dollars of
taxpayer's money and elaborate equipment to make contact. It is inconsistent to think a
race of beings with the ability to travel interstellar and interdimensional would be using
radio waves for contact. Therefore SETI and other main stream organizations and
institutions which depend upon such equipment and financing surely must censor or
discredit the fact that contact has already been made.
It is also inconsistent to believe our off world visitors would not be very advanced both
spiritually and technologically because their technology would have destroyed them
without the balance of spirit. It only stands to reason they would contact the advanced
masters on this plane with a high degree of honesty, integrity and spiritual development
who would have the telepathic abilities and reference points to understand. There are
various reasons why they do not contact those within your government or religious
institutions due to the long track record of ill intent and misuse of knowledge and power.
The masters of the Earth throughout every culture have chosen to work towards
Universal Peace, Brother/Sisterly Love, Individual Freedom and Prosperity for All in
service to the Creator in all creation. These off world beings represent whole
civilizations that live according to these same principles. These principles and those
who live by them are a threat to those who desire to control, dominate, dumb down and
disempower the individual. Money now is the manifesting force behind destiny and
those who control the money control destiny. They control the Government, all of its
agencies, the major religious institutions, society in general, and even the main stream
media. Only a few courageous people have against all odds and with a lot of courage,
personal loss and hardship chosen truth, service and impeccable integrity to be the
governing forces in their lives.
One by one let us address those who wish to leave you in darkness. Those who control
the money know they will have to give up the need for domination and control, the
manufactured lack, misinformation and all the games which hold the masses in
ignorance as indentured servants. Why? Because advanced civilizations do not use
money. They live abundantly without separation. They know they are one family and
work always in the highest good of the whole and the environment knowing it is all one.
They know the Creator is omnipresent in all creation. They would not think of
dominating, controlling, forcing lack or subservience upon another. They also have free,
clean, earth friendly energy.
These benevolent off world visitors are an immense threat to those who do wish to
leave you ignorant, demand subservience, or wish to perpetuate the gross uneven
dispersal of wealth, class separation, and complete dependency for all your needs. This
is why you will not see UFOs reported in the main stream media by the talking heads,
financed by big business who are there to maintain the status quo uninterrupted.

The main stream religions will also have to release their strangle hold on society
because these ancient off world cultures know more about God and the universe as well
as our history than they will ever know. Their knowledge would put an end to the
dogma, the misinterpretations of the anointed ones and the alteration of sacred books
by kings and institutions for their own personal power and wealth. They will clarify the
teachings of the great masters all of whose teachings removed God from the Temples
and put God where God belongs, back within the hearts and minds of the individual and
within all life. For this they were crucified.
These advanced cultures understand the following passages. "Man/woman are created
in the same image and likeness of God." "The light that lighteth every man/woman is the
light of God and the Temple is within." They also understand the prophecy, "There shall
come a day when man/woman will not worship God in the temples or mountain tops but
within self and Ye are Gods." Thus they are a threat to the religious institutions that
stand between man/woman and God capitalizing on and perpetuating fear,
unworthiness and guilt, demanding subservience to images separate from Man and
Nature. What the fundamentalists and the fanatics do not realize is that the masters of
every culture and every religion were inspired by off world advanced cultures whose
ships are referred to in every sacred text. They also do not realize that is where the
great masters ascended to and from where they will return.
Let us now address the Military. The goals of the military are to get the knowledge and
technology to dominate or overpower others. The national security depends upon being
top dog with the most destructive weapons available. Their agenda is to shoot them
down, get the knowledge and technology for power over rather than service. To them
these off world entities are a threat. Everything they do not understand and do not have
power over is a threat. Do you understand why they are not being contacted? Do you
understand why they need to cover up the existence of UFOs. They have no control
over them. These off world visitors are superior on all levels with complete stealth
capabilities. They are capable of interstellar and interdimensional flight with weaponry
capable of turning this planet on its side or into a cinder in a moment. How does that
make one feel who is responsible for your protection? Quite inadequate, therefore they
must cover up the existence of UFOs and continue to back engineer the crashed ones
here and there until they have a model of their own. This has already been done, yet it
is grossly inferior. They also must keep the threat alive because their very existence
depends upon having a constant threat. All they can see with, unfortunately, is a military
mind.
There are also the various government agencies that, believe it or not, have infiltrated
and control many of the UFO groups and reporting agencies. What better way to gain
information and spread misinformation as well as censor anything that does not fit their
agenda? They have enough hardware from crash sites and documents to prove that
UFOs exist to fill a stadium.
Now the masses are completely dependent on the continuation of the status quo as

well. Their very survival depends on the continuation of business as usual. They are in
fear of being chastised by their friends, their church or losing their jobs or fear losing
acceptance or approval outside of self. The two things people fear the most are change
and the unknown. All most want is the steady check, the condo, the car, beer, the TV
and weekends off. They do not care by what means they get it, or if it is in some way
harmful to Humanity and the Earth, all for the sake of security. What they will be
reminded of in the very near future is that there is a reaction to actions against
Humanity and Nature which will soon be their greatest insecurity; it is in the wind and
just around the corner. The condition of our present society and environment is on a
downward spiral and is not sustainable. This is one of the main reasons the UFOs are
here.
One of the last censors is the politics within the very UFO community itself. There are
the hardware hounds that censor anything that is not nuts and bolts. There are those
who focus on abduction, implants and mutilation. There are those who capitalize on fear
and suspense, who censor anything spiritual or benevolent about advanced races
returning to Earth. Each believes he or she has the truth and the only truth and some
have built empires upon and must maintain a limited truth. What if it was all the above.
What if they transcended the egotistical drives, competition and put all their information
together to solve the puzzle? The UFO phenomenon cannot be pigeon holed or
dominated and censored by any one group. It then becomes another religion or
institutionalized belief system.
At last you have the radical few, those who seek knowledge not recycled ignorance.
There are those who want to know and the enlightened ones that do know. They are a
threat to all of the above and are censored the most. Contact comes with
enlightenment. So now you know why despite video footage, pictures, multiple eye
witnesses, miraculous awakenings and healings here at the Sanctuary and despite
millions of sightings and contacts in and around the world, UFOs are censored on TV,
radio and the press. What they do not know is that they cannot censor the universe and
a grand reunion that is about to occur. A reunion has already happened here on the
mountain at the Sattva Sanctuary and all it took was an open mind, a loving heart and a
little courage. The reunion will be world wide in the very near future. It is part of Earth's
evolution, a divine plan sponsored by the very source itself. The age of ignorance and
tyranny is coming to an end.
There is more to the story. Be well.
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